PACIFIC YEARLYMEETING

1973
St. Mary's College,

Moraga., California

July 31-August 4, 1973
YEARLYMEETINGSESSION I:

Tuesday, July 31, 1973, 2 p.m.

The twenty-seventh annual meeting of Pacific Yearly
Mary's College., Moraga., California.,
opened at 2:00
The Clerk, Edwin A. Sanders, introduced Tom Farley,
ment Clerk; Shirley Tweed, Assistant
Clerk; Robert
Clerk; and himself.

Meet:ing., held at St.
p.m. July 31~ 1973.
Reading and AnnounceSchutz, Recording

Friends responded to the roll call of Meetings, Preparative
Worship Groups by standing and waving to each other.

Meetings,

and

We were welcomed once again to St. Mary's College on behalf of President
Mel Anderson by Brother Martin., who reminded us that Pacific Yearly Meeting was one of the first groups to which this Campus was opened in the
summer some years ago., and that now the College has many such groups,
among them a request from the Oakland Raiderso
Friends filled the new
Auditorium to capacity.
Visitors Paul and Esther Goulding, Tom and Nan Brown were introduced,
a:nd
letters
of introduction
for Jeffrey Kaiser from Unomi Friends Meeting,
Sumneytown., Pa., and Sam Cox, of Honolulu were read.
of the Pacific Yearly Meeting, prepared by Betty Draper and
Grace Noda, were read and are appended to these minutes.
tAtt.
1.)
Statistics

In 1973, due to the spin-off of North Pacific Yearly Meeting and the
Southwest Friends who have associated with Intermountain Friends Fellowship, the number of Meetings has dropped from 46 to 33, and one new
Meeting., Redwood Forest, has been added. As now constituted,
Pacific
Yearly Meeting contains College Park Quarterly Meeting., Southern California Quarter., Honolulu, Mexico City, Phoenix by definite action, and
University by non-action.
There are 1640 members in these 33 Meetings
of which 352 are listed as inactive., a figure which is counterbalanced
by 659 active attenders and 667 Junior members.
The educational program for this Pacific Yearly Meeting was introduced
by Marian Sanders, ably acsisted by artists,
craftspeople,
and clerks
who announced times and places for a multitude of fascinating
activities.
Marian looks to this program as an exercise in universal voluntary education whereby we produce and participate
in a common culture.
Self-formation
is a lifelong:concern
of every person.
The clerks were
requested
to send a letter
of sympathy and concern to Marvin Fallgatter
who has so ably provided woodworking opportunities
for PYMand who cannot be here this year on account of illness.
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The meeting ended with a. moment of silence.
"How joyful
coming together.
How beautiful
is God in all of us."
YEARLYMEETINGSESSION II:

Tuesday,

our faces in

July 31, 1973, 4:00 p.m.

MEETINGFOR
WORSHIP

The power of the Spirit was hard upon them
The glory of the light shone round about them
And they were sore afaid.
Fear drove a black wedge into our consciousness
•••
the long years of
waiting •• o the long nights as hollows of the trees •••
waiting •••
"Fear not.,
the ocean of darkness L: always related to the ocean of light.
saith the Lord, I am with thee."
We live constantly
on the edge of the
volcano.
Kilauea spews forth a great black sea of lava, an ocean of
darkness smoking with the odor of death; but we take life and death for
granted; we are part of that great river.
"Fear not, the Lord of Hosts
We call to God outwardly,
is with '\..lS; the God of Jacob is our refuge."
God joined.
And we
but we also call to the almighty power from within:
celebrate
each other in gratitude
for Friends.
We burst forth in song of
the vast treasure of content that is ours today.
YEARLYMEETINGSESSION III:

Tuesday,

July 31, 1973, 7:30 p.m.

The session began with a brief period of silence after which epistles
were read from Netherlands Yearly Meeting, Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting,
the 293rd annual session, and the first from North Pacific Yearly Meeting, together with a special letter
to Pacific Yearly Meeting alone from
NPYM. They miss us.
The Clerk introduced
T. Canby Jones of Wilmington Campus Meeting, Ed and
Jean Duckles of Mexico City, and Margaret Hayes of Westtown, Pennsylvania.
A letter from Gwynned Monthly Meeting was read, introducing Paul and
Esther Goulding who are traveling
in the Ministry,
stopping here on their
way to Friends World Committee Triennial Meeting.
And about 10 members
of North Pacific Yearly Meeting stood up for our warm welcome.

1973-1 The Epistle
convenor,

Committee was named, consisting
of Brent Howell,
Farley.

R:!.chB.r<lManners., and Sandra

Preliminary
report from the Nominating Committee was circulated
ment. It will be considered for approval Thursday.

for com-

The meeting was turned over to the Ministry and Oversight Committee,
Chairman of which, Stratton
Jacquette,
welcomed Redwood Forest Monthly
Meeting, a new Meeting under the College Park Quarter; the Logan, Utah
Preparative
Meeting, also under the College Park Quarter; Guatemala
City Preparative
Meeting, under Mexico City Monthly Meeting; and Tempe
and Las Vegas, Meetings which are not part of the PYM family but are
most welcome.
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'The Committee continued as in the past with Queries
the State of the Meetings, Queries to which Friends
moved them.

designed to elicit
spoke as the Spirit

Friends have differing
gifts but the same Spirit.
Do we use our gifts
appropriately?
Joining Friends is not like joining jello, but there are
bones and body and flexible flesh.
A secretary
who drives a Continental
can be the one to whom we turn in deepest distress.
Weighty Friends know
how to read to children and man the mop bucket.
We must celel>rate our
gifts,
water our roots, and be glad together for all the good things we
find in each other.
What joy in the Meet:.i9gs? Wha.t·help? . How do we respond to personal and
family distress?
We take joy in our babies, and members of Wilmington
Campus Meeting wept and shook and quaked for joy when young Susan came
to share; we may be ashamed
forth in the ministry.
Help is more aifficult
or proud. It is not necessarily
more blessed to give than to receive; but
it is hard to ask.
In divorce and separation it is good that Friends are
non-judgmental.
We are urged not to withdraw, but if we hide, the Meeting
does well to seek us out, give us useful things to do. Sometimes we are
too much in a hurry.
And sometimes we can 't help.
We can recognize the
quality of worship as a resource; and seek divine grace through the
prayers of the Meeting.
Other helpful gatherings besides the Meeting for Worship include personto-person meetings, retreats,
holiday dinners, dialogues# and the sharing
of simple pleasure.

in a conflict-ridden
culture by seeking first the
We find inner stability
Kingdom of God, by according to all things a season, b1 getting comfortable and putting down roots, and then seeing that the fabric in the center is whole. We find calm in the silent worship of Friends,in allowing
other Friends to solve some crises.
We need not feel too modest or unworthy to forgive ourselves.
And we may trust that the way will open.
Some of us have found an ability
to accommodate differing
ideas about God
to the Spirit rather than the
and Jesus and the Inward Light by listening
words, some by the useful device of turning off the batteries
of our hearing aids,
But some of us are afraid to communicate our doubts and wonder•
ings. And in one Meeting the pentacostal
revelation
has intruded such
difference as to trouble Friends deeply.
But Friends cannot exist as an
insulated body, content with their own sense of unity.
Our experiences
The meeting

-

-

of joy were either

concluded

~ ---·-- -- - -- ----- - --------- -·-- --- -

scarce or hardly

with a period

---

---···--~-

--- -- --- ---- ----·- -- -

of silence.

communicated.
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YEAR.LYMEETING SESSIC!~ IV:

Wednesday., August

The meeting began with a period

of quiet

1, 1973, 10:00 a.m. · .·

worship.

Selections
from the Epistles of Australia,
Canada, and London Yearly
Meetings were read.
From the Backhouse lecture, Australia:
"Would it be too presumptuous for us to see ourselves
as chosen for a 'new apostolate
to the gentiles?'"
From the Gardiner

lecture,

Canada:

"Quakers [have] struggled
toward brotherhood.
11

and:

"People who live in glass
- especially
Quakers."

from spiritual

paternalism

houses should throw stones

And from London:
''May we keep our capacity
last moment of our lives."
The minutes

of Sessions

I, II,

for surprise

and III were read and approved as correct

Visiting Friends Amy Kurkijan of the Philadelphia
Worth of Honolulu were introduced.
Friends

to the very

Yearly Meeting and Annie

World Committee

The meeting was then turned over to the mexnbers·present of the Friends
World Committee who are our delegates
to the Triennial
Session in Australia
later in the month: Robert Vogel, Judith Bruff, and Margaret
Jump. These Friends spoke to us and answered questions and asked for
concerns to take with them to these meetings.
The delegation

has already been asked by the Friend-in-the-Orient
Committee to look for a concerned Asian Friend to be a Friend from the Orient
coming to the United States to visit our meetings.
They have also been
given a special concern by Australia
Yearly Meeting for the aborigines
of that Country, in response to which Bob and Etta will spend time visit•
ing and listening
to these people.

Judy Bruff discussed concern .of Quaker simplicity
in new directions.
We are all involved in exploitation,
with our high standards of living,
our mortgages, our travel and conveniences.
Where do we find guidance
toward extended family life, simple dress, tithing,
1%More?
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Bob Vogel put emphasis on the Right Sharing of World Resources.
Since
the 1%More Fund was set up at Guilford in 1967, the response has been
heartbreakingly
inadequate.
Even so, many worthy projects have been
initiated
and supported around the world.
Margaret Jump emphasized the need of the small staff of FWCfor adminis•
It supports the Quaker United Nations
trative
and housekeeping funds.
program, mounts conferences,
and puts out a variety of excellent
publications,
all on a budget which would not exceed $1.10 for each U.S.
The delegation
was asked to disQuaker. We were urged to contribute.
cuss

an increased

contribution

from PYMwith

the Finance

Committee.

The discussion
disclosed
that the Friend-in-the-Orient
Committee has
sesallocated
$500 of its funds to travel for Asians to the triennial
sions.
A new program of work in public health in Chile has been mounted
by the AFSC at the invitation
of the Government.
The delegation
was
asked to get FWCto refer to PYMas an "independent" Yearly Meeting,
Bob Vogel's question of support for 1% More
not as "unaffiliated.
Fund was answered in part by one Friend who expressed discomfort with
the American Section which was described as "stodgy" and "ingrown" and
far removed from Yearly Meetings.
Another Friend suggested that we need
assurance that the programs are helping people rather than perpetuating
the existing
system.
While many Friends joined in these criticisms,
Bob Vogel pointed out that the Friends World Committee is made up only
of representatives
of the various Yearly Meetings, and thus is perhaps
a reflection
of the state of the larger body of Friends today.
11

The following

minute was ePproved:

1973-2

Pacific Yearly Meeting takes great satisfaction
in having these
Friends, Judy Bruff, Margaret Jump, and Robert and Etta Vogel,
go to the Triennial Meetings of FWCCas our representatives.
We appreciate the preparation
which they have made, the consultation
with our
Meetings they have provided; and we share the concerns which they carry
with them. We look forward to reports of their participation
in the
Conference and their visitation
among Friends everywhere.
We are also
glad to learn that Suzanne and Heberto Sein of Mexico Monthly Meeting
and Jim Wilson of San Francisco Meeting and Hal Shiffman of University
Meeting will be at the Sydney meetings.
And we are especially
pleased
that Ben and Madge Seaver of San Francisco Monthly Meeting will be there
at the special invitation
of FWCCitself.
We hold these Friends in our
hearts during this long and important visitation.
Faith

and Life Conferen£_e - Ferner

Nuhn, Clerk

The Representative
Committee recommended approval of PYMparticipation with California
Yearly Meeting in a Faith and Life Conference to be held at Ben Lomond September 27-29, and nominated the following committee members to participate
with CYMrepresentatives
in planning and carrying out that Conference:
Ferner Nuhn, Margaret Brooks,
and Ed Morgenroth.
Approved.
1973-3
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The Committee has already co-opted another member, Van Ernst, who will
act as registrar
at the Conference and has held one meeting.
It proposes to accept guidelines provided by Representative
Committee with
respect to the composition of delegates by geography, age, and sex.
It already has requests to attend from 24 PYMFriends (25 allowed) who
are miraculously well proportioned by sex and geography, although the
list is short on younger Friends.
Friends from the floor requested the Committee to consider a wider
ideological
spectrum than is presented by Committee members, and prevailed on the Clerks to designate a special open interest
group to
participate
with Committee members in determining qualifications
and
the slate.
The session

closed with a few moments of silence.

YEARLY
MEETINGSESSIONV:: August 1, 1973, 1:30 p.m. - Memorials
The following names of Friends
Margaret Brooks:

who have died recently

Willard Palmer Steward
Owen Booth
Andrew Quirk
Dorothy Bastin
Joan Foster Gianera
Franklin Largman

Palomar
Pima
Pima
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Palo Alto

Arnold Wester
Margaret Coe
Lorna Blucher
Otto Schneider
Frank Darlington
Martha Camian

University
University
University
University
University
Tacoma

Merrill Smeeth
Joseph Irving Parker
Dean Spitznogle
John Lindley Doan
Fanny Timberlake

La Jolla
La Jolla
Salem
Claremont
Claremont

Marion Israel
Catherine Reighard

San Jose
San Jose

Dorothy Fourt
Benjamin E. Rockwell
Lisiloth U. Selker
Mary Virginia Williams
Jeannie Welsh Campbell

Sacramento
Santa Barbara
Multnomah
Los Angeles
Delta

Howard Haines Brinton

Philadelphia

were read by

Yearly Meeting
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These Friends were recalled by many at the meeting with reverence for
their lives and appreciation
for their presence among us. Many of our
tributes
were deeply personal,
while some, as for Howard, were expressions of our corporate gratitude
for a human being who was at once warm
and delightful
and who carried within his light and life the very essence
of Friends.
Each of these lives, young and old, contained a quality of
creative
gifts which, even though the physical creations
may disappear,
are a permanent offering
to God.
YEARLYMEETINGSESSION VI:
The session

Wednesday, August 1, 1973, 7:30 p.m.

opened with a period

of silence.

The Epistle from the DDR, or East Germany Yearly Meeting, was read \in
German by John Ullman, and in English by the Reading Clerk.
From New
England Yearly Meeting's 312th annual meeting we were reminded of the
unity that underlies
all relationships
no matter how much we differ,
if we can only reach deeply enough to find it; their Young Friends'
minute condemning the Southeast Asia war and the U.S. Government's
involvement in it was adopted by the Yearly Meeting.
David Hartsough, Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, and David Harris,
attender
at Palo Alto Monthly Meeting, introduced themselves.
David Harris will
lead an interest
group on Thursday, 9:00 p.m., on rehabilitation
of convicts and addicts at People's Union Co-op Farm near Fresno.
for word-

The minutes of Sessions IV and V were read and approved except
ing of one critical
comment which was referred
to Session VII.
Representative

Committee Minutes

In accordance with the wishes of this body, the Executive Committee now
takes interim actions and makes appointments which may start functioning
immediately after Executive Committee meeting subject to the approval
of the Plenary Session at Yearly Meeting.
Such actions have been taken
last March, approved by Representative
Committee, and, together with
other minutes of Representative
Committee, are now presented for approval of the Plenary Session.
All of the following eight minutes
were approved by the Session:

1973-4 Lois Bailey

on Visitation.

1973-5

as Clerk of Ministry

Beach Langston, Clerk,
Bulletin Committeeo

1973-6 Marie Schutz,

and Oversight

Laura Smalakis,

Subcommittee

and Miriam Swift

Ron Steelman, and Hal Tozer to be three
bers of the Nominating Committee.

1973-7 The Subcommittee

for

new mem-

on Junior Yearly Meeting is made a Standing
Committee of Pacific Yearly Meeting~
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1973-8

The position of Registrar(s)
is to be appointed by the Nominating Committee rather than by the Arrangements Committee.

1973-9

The position of Treasurer-in-Training
is created to work with
the Treasurer for one year before becoming Treasurer.

1973-10

The Treasurer shall serve for a period , up to three years, subject to yearly approval, and with the possibility
of a second
three-year
term.

1973-11

The position

of Assistant

Historian-Archivist

Peace Committee Report - Earle Reynolds,

is eliminated.

Clerk

Earle Reynolds quoted from Pendle Hill pamphlet 186, 11Words and Testimonies" by Thomas Silcox, to the following effect:
"In the case of
Peace, this is the only place I have seen real blazing hatred for one
another in the eyes of Friends."
The Clerk went on to report

Peace Committee's

recommendations:

AFSC is making contingency

plans for a demonstration August 16 just in
case the bombing of Cambodia may not cease as the result of court or
congressional
action.
We should hold ourselves in readiness.

If anyone thinks he is being harassed by IRS on his income tax as the
result of refusal to pay the telephone tax, see Sandra Farley and the
material on the bulletin
board.
Peace Committee is sponsoring the interest
group on Martial
Civil Liberties
in the Philippines
with Fr. Bruno Hicks.

Law and

Elizabeth Campesano received a f·SO travel grant from Peace Committee
funds to help her attend the meeting in Washington September 14-16,
1973, of the Friends Coordinating Committee on Peace on the subject
of the United Nations and World Order.
Earle and Akie Reynolds as well as others will attend the 50th anniversary meeting of the War Resisters League to be held this year August 5·7
at Asilomar.
Peace C.ommittee presented
Session:

the following

minute which was approved by the
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1973-12

The members of the Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious
Society of Friends are deeply concerned that many thousands
of Vietnamese people remain imprisoned in South Vietnam because of
their political
beliefs.
We know that these people, imprisoned in
violation
of the terms of the 1973 Paris Peace Treaty, are being
starved,
tortured,
and murdered, and we have reason to believe that
this is being done with the consent and support of the United States
Government.
We believe that the United States Government's concern
that the terms of the peace agreement be upheld must involve it in
actively
seeking the release of these people.
We scrongly believe
that the status of the prisoners
must immediately be made a primary
concern of the four-nation
Supervisory Commission currently
observing
the ceasefire.
We will ask our fellow citizens
to work with us in
urging our Government to see that these people are set free.
In an effort to encourage the setting up of separate courses for the
study of peace, to p~ovide technical
materials
for such courses, and
to arrange for credit for high school teachers to attend a short course
to prepare them for such teaching,
Peace Committee requests that:
1973-13

Pacific Yearly Meeting join with the American Friends Service
Committee and the Ecumenical Peace Institute
jointly
to sponsor a Peace Studies Convocation at John Woolman School in the summer
of 1974. Approved.
The Committee then proposed Orange Grove's Minute on Amnesty for approval by Pacific Yearly Meeting, 2s follows:
"In the spirit
of reconciliation
and in recognition
of
the suffering
caused by the war in Indochina, Orange
Grove Meeting urges the United States Government to
declare an unconditional
amnesty for those who violated
Civil or :Military Laws a.s a result of their relationship to the war; both those who opposed and those who
supported the w&r.
11

The Session did not approve this proposed minute, but returned the
issue to the Committee for a fresh attempt after long discussion.
One
Friend would deny amnesty to Richard Nixon as a war criminal.
Another
would give it only to those who opposed the war on grounds of conscience.
We were reminded that Nuremberg did not end war atrocities,
that Lt.
Calley should be forgiven,
that vengeance is the Lord's, and that it
is Quakerly to forgive and forgeto
We must be an example if peace is
ever to come, and vindictiveness
is no part of it.
The war is not over,
and nothing has materially
changed~ This is not the time for amnesty
when the wounds are still
being perpetratedo
We owe it to those who
have left the country to bring them back home.
Exile is hard, but
many who have chosen it in the past have endured it.
The less forgiveness we show, the sooner we will have war again.
We should specify
what amnesty means, and relate
it to the particular
crimes for which
The next Peace Committee meeting will be open and
we would grant it.
will discuss this proposed minute further.
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time of 9:30 came and went; we held a period of silence
and released parents and Committee members for urgent meetings, and

Our closing

heard an announcement by Larry Tramutt of the
Organization who asked for people to join him
Fresno County tomorrow morning at 5 o'clock.
workers have been arrested
there, and another
were jailed yesterday~
The meeting turned with some weariness
the Peace Committeeo As amended, this

United Farm Workers
on the picket line in
Three thousand farm
100 religious
people

to the final
follows:

proposed minute of

"Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends adheres to the traditional
Peace Testimony
of the Society of Friends which reads in part:
'We utterly
deny all outward wars and strife
and fightings
with outward weapons, for any
end, or under any pretense whatsoever:
this
is our testimony to the whole world.'
"Friends are urged to hold faithfully
to this testifor war.
mony against all war and all preparations
We believe that Richard Nixon's war policies
are
contrary to the Peace Testimony, and we dissociate
ourselves from his actions and his justifications
of his actions."
The meeting could not agree on use of the word 'dissociate'
as opposed
to 'disassociate',
so returned this proposed minute, with other minor
differences
also, to the Committee for its further wisdom at next meeting.
The meeting closed

with a few moments of silence.

YEARLYMEETINGSESSION VII - Thursday,
The Session
Epistles

and

the

August 2, 1973, 10:00 a.m.

began with a few moments of silent

were read from Japan Yearly Meeting,

Southern

Appalachian

feels an inevitable

Yearly

Meetinc,

deep sense of crisis

worship~
Indiana

and

Yearly Meeting,

A55ociation,

in every field

Japan

of their

society hidden behind the apparent economic prosperity,
a crisis
which cannot help being reflected
in the Yearly Meeting.
Indiana's
quest for this year was, "What are you doing as individuals
and as a
meeting to create a social and economic system which will function so
as to sustain and enrich life for all."
·
At Southern Appalachian

Yearly Meeting and Association:

"Friends have been asked to evaluate their roles in society,
to come in personal harmony with themselves and to join in
treatment of the sick society which reflects
our own sickness."
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Deborah Seely was introduced,
visiting
from Philadelphia
on her way to the Sydney Triennial
meetings.

Yearly Meeting

The minutes of Session VI and the correction
for Session IV were read
and approved.
The Recording Clerk was commended for writing sensitive
minutes.
Discipline

Committee - Lowell Tozer,

Clerk

1973, represents four years' work by the
The new Faith and Practice,
Discipline
Committee.
It is available
in AFSC bookstores here, at
Pasadena., in San Francisco,
and at Friends Center at University
Center
in Seattle.
Committee members were William Bruff, Arline Hobson,
Jamie Newton, Walt Raitt, and Ferner Nuhn, who served throughout the
four years; and Catherine Bruner, Greg Berleman, Pegge Lacey, Joan
Christopherson,
Charles Cooper, Joachim Leppmann, Molly Morgenroth,
Esther Richards, Ed Duckles, Marie Schutz, Roland Schinzinger,
Betty
Tillotson,
and Mary Dart Feeney, who served for shorter periods.
The Committee recommends this work, which is the product of the dedication of many previous committees as well as itself
for systematic study
by Meetings.
Since the life of Friends is like a flowing river,
each
edition of the Discipline
is like a picture snapped.
Tomorrow will
bring changes, unless we become a stagnant pond. It is not a set of
by-laws, or a constitution,
but a Guide, "that all, with the measure
of light whic.h is pure and holy may be guided."
It is our Faith and
Practice as of 1973, compiled with your help, and presented to you by
your committee not as parliamentary
business--but
with love.
The Session

approved

the following

minute:

1973-14

Lowell Tozer presented the 1973 "Guide to Faith and Practice"
for acceptance by Pacific Yearly Meeting.
"Faith and Practice"
contains the distilled
wisdom and experience of PYMFriends and the tradition from which we spring.
The current revision has been developed
over a period of four years by a strong committee whose procedures have
involved consulting
with all Meetings for suggestions
and revisions
of
the former Discipline.
"Faith and Practice"
has been accepted by
Pacific Yearly Meeting, which sends it forward with a recommendation
that all Meetings consider using this key document for serious study
during the coming year.
Lowell Tozer, Clerk of the Discipline
Committee, was thanked by the
Yearly Meeting for his dedicated,
sensitive
guidance in bringing a
challenging
and difficult
assignment to its conclusion.
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Social

Order Committee - Jean Flores,

Clerk

The Social Order Committee has made suggestions
for the handling of
concerns.
These are appended to the minutes.
(See Attachment 3.)
The Committee has received information from the statistical
reports
that meetings are working on support for FCL, various aspects of the
struggle for justice,
outreach to lonely people, mental health, American Indians, the death penalty, China and the Orient, race relations,
relations
with other religious
groups, the New Society, and investments.
It requests that desires for interest
groups be communicated to the
Chairman before Yearly Meeting next year.
The Committee has judged that some concerns brought to it this year
were not yet seasoned enough to present for Yearly Meeting approval.
These it returns to Monthly Meetings for their further consideration:
the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and the coveIndian Affairs,
nants under it, increasing
violence in our society,
and the possibility
of gun control.
Elka Herz of the Committee reported on a long-time concern of hers
which is shared by many in the Session on Criminal Justice.
She recommended reading the "Friendly Agitator,"
put out by the Friends Suburban
Project in Media, Pennsylvania,
and free.
She also highly recommended
"The County Jail, A Handbook for Citizen Action," published by the
same group, and literally
stuffed with good suggestions
on how to proceed. After she spoke, about 25 Friends present stood and identified
their own local criminal justice-connected
projects.
One Friend recommended a new Chamber of Commerce booklet on prison refo:r::mwhich is
"great for the Establishment."
Mac Larsen then presented,
on behalf of the Committee, a proposed minute on the Farm Workers, which was approved by the Session:

1973-15 For far too many years,

Friends shared with other citizens
of
the United States the shame of complacency toward the plight
of migrant farm workers whose toil provided a wealth of food for our
own tables, while they and their children suffered under conditions

which we ought not to have tolerated.

With many others, we rejoiced when the United Farm Workers
Union, led by Cesar Chavez, succeeded in winning union recognition
for
farm workers, through non-violent
methods which commanded our respect.
Their great achievement seemed to promise not only reasonable working
conditions
for farm workers, but also an effective
voice in their own
future for people who had been without such a voice in the past.
Now
the United Farm Workers Union is engaged in a struggle for survival,
challenged by the Teamsters Union, with which many Growers have chosen
to sign new contracts,
following discussions
in which the farm workers
themselves have had little
or nothing to say.
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The Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
expresses its profound regret that the bright promise of greater justice
for farm workers now appears dimmed, and the future of the United Farm
Workers Union placed in doubt, as a result of Teamster-Grower decisions
that would have been open to challenge under the accepted rules which
have long applied to other industries
but not to agriculture.
We call
upon the Congress and upon state legislatures
to provide fair and impartial means of insuring that those who seek to represent
the farm workers
are freely chosen by the workers themselves.
Until such legislation
can be enacted, we urge that an impartial
group such as the American
Arbitration
Association
be asked to supervise elections
whenever there
is reasonable doubt regarding the wishes of the workers.
We urge all persons to recognize the vital importance of
developing an effective
.voice for people who have suffered too long
without a voice in their own future.
Unless and until a fair election,
held under impartial
auspices,
results
in a different
choice by the
workers, we urge Growers to continue to recognize and negotiate
with
the United Farm Workers Union. Unless and until it becomes clear that
the farm workers themselves desire different
representation,
we urge
all persons to purchase only head lettuce and table grapes picked under
contract with the United Farm Workers Union.
Mac Larsen brought forward on behalf
Abuse of Grand Juries and in Support
the Session fipproved:

of the Committee a minute on the
of Milton and Laura Taulbee, which

1973-16

The Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
is deeply concerned about the use of Grand Juries to persecute
dissenting
individuals
and groups.
We are particularly
concerned about cases like that of Milton
and Laura Taulbee, young persons associated
with the Palo Alto Monthly
Meeting of the Society of Friends, who are not accused of any crimes
but who were jailed for an indefinite
period of time for "contempt,"
because they could not bring themselves to answer questions about
friends and acquaintances.
We call for a return to the concept of the Grand Jury as a
defender of our civil liberties,
as it was conceived by the founders
of our country and established
in our Constitutiono
On behalf of the Committee, Bob Burke presented a proposed minute
calling on the Justice
Department to drop the 600 indictments
of March
and April, 1973, against the Wounded Knee demonstrators.
Approved.

1973-17 The Pacific

Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
calls upon the Department of Justice
of the United States Government to drop the indictments
against the Wounded Knee demonstrators
and supporters.
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We feel that these indictments
serve no useful
contribute
nothing to the solution of the complex Indian
use of mass indictments by the Department of Justice to
is part and parcel of the widespread attacks being made
A Friend emphasized that,
nothing for the Indian.

in approving

this

minute,

purpose, and
problem.
This
silence dissent
on our freedoms.

Friends

have done

After the report of the Committee on Friend-in-the-Orient
(next agenda
item), Mac Larsen returned with the following draft telegram to be sent
to the Judge and the Sheriff,
with copies to the Farmworkers:
1973-18

The Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
is concerned about the mass arrests
of farm worker pickets in
Fresno County, as a result of an injunction
which seems to us to contain
unfair and unconstitutional
restrictions.
We urge release of those who
have been jailed,
and we urge dissolution
of the injunction.
This was approved by the Session.
Friend-in-the-Orient

Committee - Catherine

Bruner,

Clerk pro tern

Sang Dal Cha did not go as our Friend in the Orient to Korea as once
planned, and the story of those events can be found in this Committee's
report in the current (July-August)
Bulletin.
As a result the Committee
has contributions
from meetings in the amount of $5,970, which it feels
it must use wisely.
It is not hurrying to spend these funds.
It has given.$500 for the travel of Asian Friends to the Triennial
Sessions of FWCin Australia.
The Committee is asking Ben and Madge Seaver
and our representatives
to FWCfor their concerns.
It is considering
providing for extended visitation
among us by an Asian Friend.
The Clerk responded with our satisfaction
that we are so involved in a
vital participation
in the Orient, or in countries
that rim the Pacific
Ocean. The Committee has shown good stewardship.
The Session

closed

with

some moments

YEARLYMEETINGSESSIONVIII:
After a period
images.

of deepening

of

silence.

Thursday, August 2, 1973, 3:30 p.m.
MEETINGFOR WORSHIP
silence

the Spirit

of Friends

began with

We, like Jesus, walk the lonely valley, cannot see each other through
the smog. Alone, we slip back; if we look and find each other we will
have help together as we climb the walls into clear mountain air.
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A person sits in the center of a healing group; in older maps where the
world is flat it is surrounded by the River Ocean. As we sit here in
the center, we are surrounded by the River Ocean which is the Eternal
Force, and the healing is directed
toward us.

We who aren't
light.

in that

dark pit

feel

the healing

power in the ocean of

It is false humility not to love and celebrate
ourselves as instruments
of the Spirit which brings joy and peace.
We are a great people, seeking •••
Life is movement, conflict,
tension,
and a dance.
Some have learned
now how to dance, but Quaker theology is always faulted where conflict
Some experience
vision,
are sometimes touched by a
is a problem.
winged beat, but there seems to be no place now in the Society of
Friends for visionaries
and for artists.
Great
tians
make
ence

oppression is facing us, famine, and political
upheaval.
ChrisWe must
and activists
in the peace movement will be scapegoats.
provisions
for the persecuted now. Weigh this message in the presof the Holy Spirit and know and thereby take action~

We
There is no doubt that the whole Universe is filled with Spirit.
must tune ourselves by being quiet, still,
and knowing it is God. We
call it any name. We need it to catch hold of us, to make our lives
rich in vigor, courage, and insight to see through things clearly.
The same is true of nations.
There is hope; we are in trouble,
but
we still
have people who can dare and expose what is going on today.
For the future of the world, let us live steadfastly
and tune ourselves
to the Universal light.
We must be as wise as serpents and as harmless
difficult
and a glorious command.

as doves.

This is a

When Joan of Arc heard her voices in Shaw's play, she agreed
was her imagination.
How else would God speak to her? Is it
A child playing in anger suddenly bethought himself of Jesus,
single response changed the shrillness
of the group to happy
It is real.

that it
real?
and his
laughter~

As Friends speak I hear wind song, love song, God song, see bright
light.
Voices, silence,
rustling
as Friends seek through the murmurAs they are
ing of ideas and images to share the moment of awareness.
I realize my leaves from the eucalyptus tree, see wind;
so different,
I hear us moved by our experiences of God.
YEARLYMEETINGSESSION"-IX':"'Thursday.,

August 2,

1973, 7 :30 p.m.

'Tis a gift to be simple as wo
In the silence b~fore the Session:
face the complexity of Ycnrly Meeting business coming out of our lives
He give thanks for the times of silence before the busiof complexity.
ness meetings; 1.-ihere we do not hurry; where we take time to look afresh
at what it is all about.
Our purpose is simply the increase of the
love of God and neighbor.
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We listened

to the Epistle

from the Norway Yearly Meeting:

It may be right to renounce further growth in order to achieve
a fairer distribution
of this world's goods. We have no exclusive right to any of the earth's
resources ••••
We have
them in trust,
and must in our turn hand them on to the next
generation.
The same is true of the child ••••
it has
been entrusted
to us. Our aim must be to help children to
become genuine and integrated
persons.
From Wilmington Yearly Meeting:
We pray for the courage that will equip us to defend good
things which are threatened
and the faith that will send us
forth with joy and confidence into a new day.
And from Lake Erie Yearly Meeting:

We cherish the seed of God within, but in doing so fail to
encourage its flowering and fruition.
Well-reasoned
programming crowds out spiritual
growth. A common-sense look at
the flash of inspiration
makes it fizzle,
and the lid goes
back on.
Loretta

McNeely was introduced,

The minutes
Friends

of Session

General

from Riverside

VII were read,

Conference

Meeting.

and corrected,

- Mary Mainhart,

and approved.

PYM Representative

Mary Mainhart reported that the objectives
of the Conference, held at
Earlham College June 25-30, 1973, were to worship together in Spirit,
to explore issues,
to listen to leaders,
to experience community, to
enjoy spiritual
refreshment,
and that these Conferences have acted
in the past as seedbeds for germinal growth toward a fresh life and
new personal expressions.
All of these objectives
were met for Mary.
She participated
those

who couldn't

in a simple living
afford

ate and cleaned up after

camping.

their

experiment

They

slept

which was designed
in

the

gymn~ cooked

for

and

own meals in houses located around the

campus, and found this a most rewarding experience in community. Worship sharing and community dialogues were also inspiring
and intimate.
There was no business at all at the Conference.
Howard Thurman in his talk, 11Leadings of the Light, 11 located his self
in the Spirit,
not the body, invited his listeners
to hear the sound
of the genuine.
A thunderstorm which lasted two days flooded out the
campers and brought participants
even closer together.
Canby Jones
was the final speaker and saw a growing movement among Evangelical
Friends toward active involvement in social concerns.
The Conference
brought a change in Mary's life.
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Report of the Nominating

Committee - Barbara

Perry,

Clerk

The offices,
committee, and representative
assignments
were p~epared by
the Nominating Committee and circulated
to all in the Session.

1973-19 The names in the Nominating Committee report
the report

The list
Barbara
pointed
sented
moment
Friends

is attached

approved.

herewith.

(See Attachment

were read and

4.)

Perry thanked the Committee for its hard work, and the Clerk
out that all members named have been contacted and have conto undertake their appointed tasks.
This is a most important
in our meetings.
Schools

and Education .. - Charles

Croninger,

Clerk

John Way described education at Pacific Ackworth School ( "My big thing
is trips. 11) Kids always want to learn.
The school is no place for
punishment.
It is a place to grow our own values,
to make decisions
and learn to accept their consequences.
The budget is always hard to
predict in May, but last year they mounted, with much volunteer
labor,
a food·concession
at the Renaissance Fair to the tune of $19,000, which
helped.
Mia Polifroni
shared her enthusiasm for Pacific Oaks College, which
specializes
in early childhood and parent education.
The place has
had only one new building since it was founded many years ago by seven
and it is bursting.
It prepares teachers to cope with
Quaker families,
the public schools, which need reforming.
It has offered a course on
teaching for peace, and like most colleges,
suffers from a budget
crunch.
Charles Croning?r congratulated
John Woolman High School on having just
completed its tenth year.
Sponsored by the College Park Friends Educational Association,
its staff is mostly Friends, and it will offer a
place to any Quaker student with a good record.
Staff and students
have manned the Nevada City draft center, and each fall the whole
school spends a week in the Central Valley helping farm workers build
housing.
Next year, the School offers a Quaker-in-Residence
program
to any qualified
Friend.
Summer conferences
are particularly
oriented
to Friends'
concerns.
Lee Steelman reported for the Education Committee that a library of
educational
resources
is being assembled and funds are available
for
a traveling
first
day school workshop which.can be requested by meet•
ings.
These items will be more fully reported in the Bulletin.
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Joan Christopherson,
reporting for the interest
group on Early Childhood
Education, said that we cannot escape the importance of leadership for
this program in California.
The whole country will be looking to us
for results
from this important program, which is now funded for only
two years.
William Scott reported on the Theology Conference recently held at
John Woolman School, and this will be published in the Bulletin.
Margaret Schutz, a participant,
was glad to know that there were others
with whom
in PYMstruggling with the concepts of God and Christianity
she did not have to define terms.
No one left the Conference without
highlights
to report.
Tom Brown, representing
the Friends Council on Education and employed
36 years in Quaker education--22
of them as teacher at Westtown--said
Any school or
that every private school is under enormous' pressure.
college may go under because there were not enough competent Friends
who cared in time.
It is our charge and our opportunity to provide
one alternative
opportunity for Quaker and o~her children to the child
draft which is public education.
He closed the Education report with
a quotation from "The Active Society," by Amatai Etzioni:
Values which are not mediated in concrete social actions
tend to become tenuous, frail,
and in the long run insupportable.
The verbal formulations remain, but authentic commitment is eroded.
Loss of the visible commitment
entails loss of the invisible
one.
During the silence after
minutes of Session VIII,

announcements the Recording Clerk read the
our meeting for worship held in the afternoon.

YEARLYMEETU{G
SESSIONX:

Friday,

The meeting opened with a brief
From the Epistle

August 3, 1973, 1:30 p.m.

period

of silence.

of the Yearly Meeting of Friends

in Ireland:

This is the fifth year that we have met in the shadow
of violence in Northern Ireland, and all the sorrow
and distress
that this has brought,
It is against
this

backc1oth

that

we have

considered

again

how we

can witness to our beliefs
through whatever form of
service we undertake, and in what ways we can support
and further the constructive
efforts of all sections
of the community that continue quietly behind the violent scenes reported by the news media.
And from Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friends

(Conservative):

We are beginning to question our ability and willingness
to bring our drive for power and security into harmony
with human and spiritual
values.
What is the effect of
our work, our bank deposits,
our investments,
our purchases on the lives of others?
Are we prepared to follow the example of our young friends in sharing ourselves, our substances,
and our spiritual
values?
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Alice Griggs

of Orange Grove Meeting was introduced.

The minutes of Session IX were read, corrected,
and approved, and, by
inclusion
in the Worship period which followed that meeting, the minutes of the Meeting for Worship which was Session VIII were approved.
William Scott took this occasion to mention that non-Quaker, well prepared children who can pay the freight are welcome at John Woolman
School.
Epistle

Committee - Brent Howell, Clerk

The Epistle
Ministry

received

and Oversight

its

first

reading.

Committee - Stratton

Jacquette,

Clerk

Stratton
Jacquette
presented a proposed minute prepared by the ad hoc
subcommittee on the homosexual, a committee the existence
of which is
being continued:

1973-20

Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
wishes to minute its deep sense of outrage at the injustice
being perpetrated
against homophiles and homophile establishments.
The arson and fire-bombing
in the last six months of San Francisco
Metropolitan
Community Church, Los Angeles Metropolitan
Community
Church, three bars in the San Francisco area, and a bar in New Orleans,
is all too reminiscent
of
in which 32 persons were murdered recently,
the similar experience faced by other minorities
in their struggle for
equality.
We call upon all people of God's world to open their hearts
and minds to the struggle of the oppressed minorities.
We ask that
a
each individual
take the responsibility
for seeking to establish
culture in which people of difference
can live as a united family.
Let us all come
Let us not repeat the horror and shame of the past.
under the care of the Divine in seeing that these burnings and killings stop now.
This minute was approved.
9,gnsultative

Co~mittee

on Organization

- Gretchen

Tuthill,

Clerk

The New Mexico Quarterly Meeting has laid down Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Monthly Meeting with sndness and sympathy, and commended its remaining members to the care of Santa Fe Monthly Meeting.
Tacoma

Monthly

Meeting

minuted

its

withdrawal

Meeting and its plan to join North Pacific
sion minuted its approv~l of the following

from Pacific
Yearly
Yearly Meeting.
The Sesletter
to Tacoma:
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1973-21

August

1, 1973

Eugena Young, Clerk
Tacoma Friends Meeting
3019 N. 21st
Tacoma, Washington 98407
Dear Friends:
Pacific Yearly Meeting releases Tacoma Monthly Meeting
of Friends with sadness and appreciation
as we think
of all your members and our many past relationships
in
this Yearly Meeting.
We join in your joy of beginning the new North Pacific
Yearly Meeting.
As it grows and strengthens
the Society of Friends, we will find deep satisfaction
in knowing that you are part of it.
We commend you to this
body of Fri~nds, whom you know so well, and to the
Holy Spirit which is everywhere.
Sincerely,
Edwin A. Sanders,

1973-22 The Session

letter

1973-23 The Session

approved sending a similar letter
Monthly Meetings and to Arizona

approved
sending a similar
Multnomah, and Eastside.

and Flagstaff
Meeting.

Clerk

to Corvallis,
to Albuquerque
Half Yearly

Pima Monthly Meeting minuted its move from the parent Pacific Yearly
Meeting into its new family of Intermountain
Friends Fellowship,
the
transaction
to take place within the ensuing year according to the
good order of Friends.
The following reply for PYM was approved:

1973-24

August 1, 1973

Virginia Winterhoff,
Pima Monthly Meeting

Interim Clerk

739 E. 5th Street
Tucson, AZ 85719
Dear Friends:

We have heard your letter
indicating
your decision to
move from Pacific Yearly Meeting into the Intermountain
Friends Fellowship.
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We appreciate

your intention

to make this

the good order of Friends.

t:ransition

in

with Jane
Webster, your representative
in this Yearly Meeting session. Your interest
in and desire to continue supporting the Friend-in-the-Orient
program is welcome. Finan-

cial questions
by the Pacific
sultation

should

We have conferred

involved in this change are being handled
Yearly Meeting Finance Committee in con-

·with Jane

be a gradual

Webster

process.

c

We believe

the

transition

Our Consultative
Committee on Cr 0 anization
will be ready
that may arise in the ensuing
to receive any questions
year so that, by the end of. the 1974 Pacific Yearly Meeting session,., your withdrawal will be complete.
Sincerely,
Ed,;·JinA. Sanders

University

Meeting, Seattle,

which leaves
some do not,
od.

, Clerk

has joined North Pacific

Yearly Meeting,

moot the question of dual membership.
A few favor this,
and a large number are silento
There may be a trial
peri-

of Friends to meet every
University
Meeting suggests an Association
three or five years drawn from the area of pre-1972 PYM. The Consultative Committee does not see the organization
of such an association
as its province,
but suggests a committee of Monthly Meeting representof PYA.,
atives independent
Report

of Treasurer

The following

1973-25

r.1inute

and Finance

Committee

- Isaiah

Meyer, Clerk

was §:pproved:

Because of dual membership in Fi'M and NPYM, University
for PYMshall be $5 per adult
ing Is annual assessment
instead of $7.

Isaiah Meyer presented the report of the Treasurer
73 (Attachment 5); accepted by the Session.,
Isaiah then explained
which was added:

in d2te.il

1973-26

a $300 appropriation
lation.

1973-27

The Budget,

as

for Fiscal

the budget for Fiscal
for Friends

amended,

Committee

Meetmember

Year 1972-

Year 1973-74 to

on National

was a:eprQY_ed. ( See Attachment

Legis6.)
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The Clerk expressed

the Session's
appreciation
for the excellent work
of Isaiah as Chairman of the Finance Committee and that of Robert and
Asenath Young as Treasurer and Assistant Treasurer,
all of whom have
served for as long as he has been in office~
Part of the good order
of Friends is prudent financial
care, which we have enjoyed.

Nominating Committee Ad.9-iti,9:,pal g_eport

1973-28

- Breathless

Barbara Perry,

The following £our names were &t?!.1"'ved to fill
already approved Nominating Committee report:

blanks

Clerk

in the

Richard Foster (Berkeley),
Representative
Committee
Recording Clerk
Etta Vogel (Orange Grove), Historian/Archivist
Ernest Von Seggern (San Fernando), FCNL Representative

1974

Edward Morgenroth (Orange County), Friends
Conference Representative,
1974
The meeting closed

in silence

YFARLYMEETINGSESSION XI:

The Session

General

under the roar of the roof riveter.
August 4-, 9:45 a.m.

Saturday,

began with a few moments of quiet.

We heard from the Epistle

of Baltimore

Yearly Meeting Young Friends:

Out of the experience of growing together,
we really are
the challenge of the outside world.
beginning to realize
Look out, World!
From the Western Yearly Meeting of Friends

Church ( Indiana) :

We have become closer to each other as we have learned,
shared, and worked together in the power of the Spirit.
The minutes of Session

X were read,

corrected,

and approved.

A Friend

emphasized that, in addition to responsibility
for the funds,
our Treasurer has shown flexibility
and love which encouraged those
good gifts of our meeting which need encouraging.

Pegge Lacey was introduced as next YM Clerk, who will come, according
to the retiring
Clerk, with "fresh spirit,
incisive mind, an immense
and warmth and receptivity
to every
capacity for handling details,
person."
Representative

Committee Report - Edwin A. Sanders,

Clerk

For our information,
Renresentative
Committee has received an invitation
from three members of Honolulu Meeting to come to Hawaii in 1976. This
has been referred to the Site Committeeo
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Representative
Committee also received from Berkeley Friends a
concern that the Clerk not be required to sign registration
forms
to PYM for meeting members. This was referred
to Executive Committee.
From a minute prepared by three members of the Interest
Group on Nude
Swimming, including John Fitz, who acted as recorder of that group,
they are concerned with the way the issue has been handled.
It is no
more appropriate
that nude swimming be prohibited than that it be
permitted,
and since it is a voluntary activity
of individuals,
it
is unfair for such a prohibition
to be enforced.
It is not a matter
of importance or principle
until some Friends have opposed it on
But then it becomes a matter of
grounds that it is a moral issue.
principle,
and it is wrong to enforce a prohibition.
to Ministry and Oversight Committee again,
The matter is referred
and Meetings are asked to communicate with Ministry and Oversight.

A request was received from Friends General Conference to hold a conference in association
with Pacific Yearly Meeting.
This was referred
to Ministry and Oversight Committeeo
The Junior Friends Y..§.?rly Meeting Epistle was presented to the Session
by Lu Ellen Schafer (Berkeley) and David Wright (San Fernando).
It is
attached,
(See Attachment 7o)
The Youn Friends Yearl Meetin E istle was presented to the Session
by James Balderston
Davis,
Clerk, Carolyn Bradshaw (La Jolla),
Vaughn Bradshaw (La Jolla),
Mary Mainhart (Berkeley),
and Hal Tozer
(La Jolla).
It is attached (Attachment 8}~
Pacific
1973-29

Yearly Meeting Epistle

Committee - Brent Howell, Clerk

The Epistle was presented in its final reading,
slightly,
and !3-EProveq. ( See Attachment 9.)

amended

The Committee was highly commended for its work, and it was suggested
that the Epistle be translated
into several languages.
J?eace Committee Additionc1. l Report

- Earle Reynolds,

Clerk

The Committee presented for information a proposed minute forwarded
from the Interest
Group on the Philippines
which was addressed by
Father Bruno Hickso In response to :·,:~T-•,cs t f::or:1 a Friend, the minute
was·approved, as follows:
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1973·· 30

To:

All U .s. Senators from States Represented
Yearly Meeting and All Monthly Meetings

by This

The Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
is concerned· that the U.s. ··Government is sowing the seeds for a future
Vietnam in the Philippines.
The Philippine
president has established
martial law. His dictatorial
regime is supported by military
and fin an we oppose continued military
aid,
cial aid from the U.S. Specifically,
the new u.s.-Philippine
extradition
treaty,
and the appointment of
because of the
William Sullivan as U..S. Ambassador to the Philippines,
important role he played in the U.S. military
and counter-insurgency
program in Laos during his ambassadorship there.
Note:

to all Monthly Meetings:

Monthly Meetings are urged to study this situation.
The new
magazine of the National Committee for the Restoration
of Civil Liberties in the Philippines,
SIIAYAN, c/o NCRCLP, P.O. Box 26108, San
94126, is recommended as a source of information.
Francisco,
support
dition.

his

Note to Clerk:
The letter
to Cranston
of these issues,
including opposition

should thank him for
to the current extra-

The Peace Committee proposed a slightly
reworded draft of its minute
on Richard Nixon's war policies,
which was further amended and approved
as follows:
Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
adheres to the traditional
Peace Testimony of the Society,
which reads, in part:

lS73:-31

We utterly
deny all outward wars and strife and
fightings
with outward weapons, for any end, or
under any pretense whatsoever:
this is our
testimony to the whole world.
George Fox and others
from a declaration
presented
to
Charles II, 1660
Friends are urged to hold faithfully
to
all war and all preparations
for war. We believe
are contrary to the Peace Testimony,
war policies
ate these actions and his justifications
of these

this testimony against
that Richard Nixon's
and we utterly
repudiactions.

Pacific Yearly Meeting
Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)
Peace Committee urges that this minute be sent to the President
of the United States,
and to the appropriate
media.
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The Committee
amnesty which
the Committee
see fit.
The

proposed a greatly expanded and clarified
minute on
received considerable
discussion
and was returned to
to forward to Monthly Meetings for their use as they
draft follows:

The Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends urges the Congress of the United States to grant
a general and unconditional
amnesty, in the spirit
of
reconciliation,
in the name of justice,
and as an act
of moral and social greatness,
for all those who, opposing a cruel and illegal
war, have become enmeshed in the
legal nets of the government, regardless
of whether military, federal,
or state laws are involved.
We urge this amnesty be extended on the broadest possible
base, reaching draft refusers,
"deserters,"
exiles,
those
convicted by court martial,
those serving or who have already served their sentences,
those who have been separated from military
service under less than honorable conditions,
those who felt called to disavow their citizenship, and those who engaged in civilian
acts of protest
and opposition
to the war.
Thus, realizing
full well the war is not over, we ask
amnesty for all who have engaged or will engage in illegal
acts in an effort to change this government's erroneous
foreign policy and acts of war.
In such cases, falling within this area, where because of
legal technicalities
a valid claim may be made that an
offense is not amnestiable,
we urge the President
of the
United States to grant a complete and unconditional
pardon
and full restoration
of civil rights to those who have
lost such rights due to their acts.
We realize
that, in addition to those whom we have described,
there exists a class of so-called
"common crimes" which do
not fall within the legal area of amnesty.
l,

We feel that the moral and legal debris of this dirty war
must be cleaned up to the fullest
possible
extent, so that
we can begin to build a nation of spiritual
harmony and
national
integrity.
Therefore,
we further urge that serious consideration
be
given to the possibility
of pardon for those who, not covered under the mantle of amnesty, have committee "common11
crimes under the unnatural and cruelly pervasive influence
of the institution
of war. In any event, we ask for an
attitude
of mercy and compassion for such persons.
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Amnesty has been called the most sublime of moral and
religious
acts, and it has been said that God's mercy
towards us is an amnesty.
Whether or not one's feelings
we must move toward a new beginencompass such a belief,
ning, and amnesty is a part of such a move.
Before adjournment, Mac Larsen announced that a small group of Friends
from Yearly Meeting planned to gather in Fresno to vigil in witness of
their support of the Farm Workers, after the conclusion of Yearly Meeting on·-.Saturday.
The meeting closed

at 11:20 a.m.

YEARLYMEETINGSESSION XII:

August 4, 1973, 11:30 a.m.

MEETINGFOR
WORSHIP

We've leaned our eyes on each other in love
We've eaten of the bread of sharing
We've thrust roots deep in the soil of trust;
"Let us build Jerusalem in England's green and
pleasant land."

If we can combine holy obedience

and holy expectancy, then a Friends
family will move to the community of the hurt girl,
other Friends will
give of their substance and of themselves, and all Friends will hold
that hurt child to the light.
''A light like
of eternity."

a dome of many colored

A little

asked,

girl

glass

out of Family Night:

The flight of a bird leaves no track--but
So will those meaningful things from this
eye.

stains

the white radiance

could she keep her ball?
a track
meeting

in the mind's eye.
exist in the mind's

In the new spirit of love as fulfillment
of the law, all things are
possible.
All things are lawful for me. Not all things are helpful,
but I would not be enslaved by anything.
We are not a stagnant pond.
In 1900 Friends General Conference and Five Years Meeting were being
formed. The center and growth £or Quakers was in the Midwest:
Indiana and Illinois.
Now the growing edge has moved to the Pacific.
We are here to learn the direction
in which our structure
must be
pointed in the future.
Your joys and frustrations
are ours.
We are
members of one another.
I close my eyes, hear laughter,
tears.
I feel the Meeting as one body,
pulsing,
living, myself swaying in a living organism of love and life
song.

I am not content
ignored.

that

twice here the pleas

of part

of our body were
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A Friend stood in silent

worship,

which slightly

stayed the flow.

Light and love are fourid here; more strength and more love to turn to
the rest of the world; to look for light in those in power.

A spirit moves amongst us.
accept my rest.

It heals.

My God and God of my fathers,

The Clerk read as our final minute the rhythmical prose of the Elders
and faithful Brethren of Philadelphia,
writing in the spring of 1683
to their friends three thousand miles across the ocean:
Oh, remember us, for we cannot forget you:
Many waters cannot quench our love,
Nor distance
wear out the deep remembrance
of you in the heavenly Truth:
We pray God preserve

That, discharging

You may be honoured

you in faithfulness,
your places and stewardships,
and crowned

with the reward of them that

endure to the end.

And though the Lord has been pleased
to

remove us far away from you,

as to the other

end of the earth,

Yet are we present with you,
Your exercises are ours;
Our hearts are dissolved
in the remembrance of you,
Dear brethren
and sisters
in this

heavenly

Edwin A. Sanders,
Robert Schutz,

love.

Clerk

Recording Clerk

Pacific Yearly Meeting
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STATISTICS

1973 is a year of change for Pacific Yearly Meeting. After PYMofficially
releases the Meetings of North Pacific Yearly Meeting, Intermountain Fellowship, and Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting, we will have dropped from 46
to 33 Meetings.
However, we do welcome one new Meeting this year - Redwood Forest.
Within our family will be the Meetings of College Park Quarterly and
We also include within our family HonoSouthern California
Quarterly.
lulu, Mexico City, Phoenix, and University Meetings.
Phoenix Meeting
has taken definite
action to remain within PYM.
University Meeting has not reached unanimity among their members, but
they hope to hold membership with both North Pacific and Pacific Yearly
Meetings.
Within our 33 Meetings we have 1640 members. But of these 352 - ~O per
cent - are listed as inactive.
To offset this - we list almost twice as
many active attenders
- 659 as active members. And our hope for the
future - we have 667 junior members.
and
In past years the statistical
report has included Meeting activities
There has been a change. This year that information has been
concerns.
turned over to the appropriate
committee - Ministry and Oversight,
Peace,
Social Action, and Education.
These committees will report on, act upon,
or suggest action to the Meetings as they see fit.
Betty Draper and Grace Noda

facific•t"early
PACIFIC
RELIGIOUS

-.et~
1973 Minutes , - .r..tt .. #2

YEARLY MEETING

of the

SOCIETY

OF FRmNDS

MINUTE ON THE FARM WORl<ERS

For far too many years,
Friends shared with other citizens
of the United States the shame of complacency toward the plight of
migrant farm workers whose toil provided
a wealth of food for our own
tables,
while they and their children
suffered
under conditions
which
we ought not to have tolerated.

With many others,
we rejoiced
when the United Farm Workers,
Onion, led by Cesar Chavez, succeeded in winning union recognition
for
farm workers.through
nonviolent
methods which commanded our respect.
Their great achievement seemed to promise not only reasonable
working
conditions
for farm workers but also an effective
voice in their own
future for people who had been without such a voice in the past.
Now
the United Farm workers Union is engaged in a struggle
for survival,
challenged
by the Teamsters Union, with which many Growers have chosen
to sign new contracts,
following discussions
in which the farm workers
themselves have had little
or nothing to say.
The Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious
Society of
Friends expresses
its profound regret that the bright promise of greater
for farm workers now appears dimmed, and the future of the
justice
united Farm workers Union placed in doubt, as a result
of TeamsterGrower decisions
that would have been open to challenge
under the
accepted rules which have long applied to other industries
but not to
agriculture.
We call upon the Congress and upon state legislatures
to
provide fair and impartial
means for insuring
that those who seek to
represent
the farm workers are freely chosen by the workers themselves.
Until such legislation
can be enacted, we urge that an impartial
group
such as the American Arbitration
Association
be asked to supervise
elections
whenever there is reasonable
doubt regarding
the wishes of
the workers.
We urge all persons to recognize
the vital
importance of
developing an effective
voice for people who have suffered
too long
without a voice in their own future.
Unless and until a fair election,
held under impartial
auspices,
results
in a different
choice by the
workers, we urge Growers to continue to recognize
and negotiate
with
the United Farm Workers Union.
Unless and until
it becomes clear that
the farm workers themselves
desire different
representation,
we urge
all persons to purchase only head lettuce
and table grapes picked under
contract
with the United Farm Workers Union.
APPROVED- August

2, 1973

Pacific Yearly Meeting
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PACIFIC YEARLYMEETING

SOCIALORDER
COMMITTEE
SUGGESTIONS
FORHANDLING
SOCIALCONCERNS
The Social Order Committee believes
that
will help the Committee to carry out its

Yearly

Meeting:

the following
responsibilities

suggestions
to Pacific

1.

Where one or more Monthly Meetings have worked on a social
concern and built up a foundation
of essential
background
information,
and reached a clear conclusion
embodied in a
proposed minute, the Social Order Committee will consider
this minute, modifying it if necessary,
for presentation
to
the Yearly Meeting.

2.

Other social concerns, which have not been seasoned as thoroughly as indicated
above, should be presented
to the Clerk
of the Social Order Committee as far in advance as possible.
Ordinarily,
the Social Order Committee would not expect to
develop these concerns for immediate presentation
to the
Yearly Meeting; rather,
they would be consolidated
and referred

to Monthly

continuation

3.

Meetings

for

of the development

their

consideration

process.

and

for

The Social Order Committee urges greater use of the resources of information
and expertise
available
in the
American Friends Service Committee, the Friends Committee
on National Legislation,
and the California
Friends Committee on Legislation,
in the development of social concerns.

Pacific
Yearly Meeting
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REPORT OF NOMINATINGCOMMITTEE1973
page l
---~eciding

Assistant
Recording

Clerk
Clerk
Clerk

Representative

Pegge Lacey (San Francisco)
Shirley
Tweed (La Jolla,
Grass
Robert Schutz (Palo Alto)

Committee

Recording Clerk
Reading Clerk
Statistical
Clerk
Assistant
to Statistical
Treasurer
Assistant
to Treasurer
Treasurer
Designate
Histo~ian-Archivist
1974
?,...3istrars
n~sistrar
Designate
Y ..n .. Arrangements
Clerk

Clerk

Val -

-

Richard Foster
(Santa Cruz)
Tom Farley
(Marin)
Elizabeth
Draper (Davis)
Grace ~oda (Davis}
Ackworth)
Robert Young (Pacific
Asenath Young (Pacific
Ackworth}
Stephanie
and Frank Burnham (Reno)
Etta Vogel (Orange Grove)
and Frank Burnham (Reno}
Stephanie
John Draper

John Fitz

{Oavis)

{Berkeley)

T§.,rm Expires

DT.SCIPLI~"ECOMMITTEE
1974
1974

1974
1974 .

1974
1975
1975
1975

William Bruff (Palo Alto)
Molly Morgenroth
(Orange Grove)
(Berkeley)
Joachim Leppmann, clerk
Gregory Berleman (University)
Joan Christopherson
(University,
Missoula)
Maury Gutkin (Pacific
Ackworth)
Anne Mackinney (Santa Monica)
_________
Tobe named by NPYM
FINANCE COMMITTEE

1974
1974
1975

1975

1976

1976

John Draper (Davis)
Anne Penery (La Jolla)
Paul Brink (Palo Alto)
Virginia
Croninger
(Grass Valley}
(Redwood Forest)
Richard Ernst
Harry Bailey, clerk {San Fernando)
EDUCATIONCOMMITTEE

1974

1974
1974
1975
1975

l~l{.1
)_97.q

1974

1974
1974

Lee Steelman,
clerk
(Orange Ceunty)
(East San Diego)
Walter Jones
Nancy Springer
(Hayward)
Marianne Leppmann (Berkeley)
Beth Mills
(Berkeley)
Herb Foster
(Santa Cruz)
Bill Lovelady
(Claremont}

BULLETIN COMMITTEE
Beach~..Langston,
clerk
(Orange Grove)
Mi,:iam Swift (Santa Monica)
Laura Sroalakis
(Pacific
Ackwo~th)
Dennis Durby, editor
- ex-officio
Esther Seaman (Willamette
Quarterly
- Representative
Donald Beach (Northwest Quarterly)
Sam Cox (~:cnolulu)

From)

·!

..
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REPORTOF NOMir-.!ATING
COMMITTEE
MINISTRYANDOVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE
Term Expires

1974

John Hubbe (Eugene)

1974
1974 .
1975
1975
1975
1976

Gretchen Rudnick (La Jolla)
Bill Scott (:. ;:10)
Margaret Brooks (Redwood Forest)
Helen Currier (Palo Alto)
Asenath Young, clerk (Pacific
Ackworth)
Lois Bailey (San Fernando)

1976

Larry

1976

Dorothy Bruff (Palo Alto)
Jackson (Westwood)

SUBCOMMITTEE
ON VISITATION
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976

1976
1976

1974
1974

Dennis Durby ( Orange Grove)
Ann Scott (Reno)

Charles Swift : 2r.~ta Honica)
John Ullman {Hayward/La Jolla)
Lois Bailey, clerk (San Fernando)

Walt Kersey (Sacramento)
Jeanne Lohmann (San Francisco)
Jonathan Vogel (Orange Grove)
Elizabeth
Gustafson {Davis), ex off. CPQMM+Oclerk
Pratt Spelman (La Jolla),
ex off. SCQMM+Oclerk

SUBCOMMITTEE ON GROUPS FOR WORSHIP-FELLOWSHIP

1974

1974
1975
1975

Billie
Hamilton (Sacramento)
Eva Kersey (Sacramento)
Ben Calderon (The Farm)
Susanna
Calderon (Claremont)

FRIENDSIN THE ORIENTCOMMITTEE
Stuart Innerst,
clerk (La Jolla)
Ste.phen Thomas (Berkeley)
Richard Lewis (Berkeley)
Leonard Dart (Claremon=)
Catherine Bruner (Delta)
Sang Dal Cha (Los Angeles)
Margaret Simkin (Claremont)
Floyd Schmoe (University)

Osmyn Stout

Gretchen

(Whitleaf)
Tuthill
{Palomar)

Margaret Utterback

Frieda

Reynolds

(Reno)

(Santa Cruz)
Madge Seaver (San Francisco)
Ben Seaver (San Francisco)
Akie Reynolds (Santa Cruz)
Earle

Sherburn (San Francisco)

Rose Lewis (Berkeley)

.

Pacific
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Term Expires

I

SOCIAL ··ORDERCOMMI'I"'J:t.r.

1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975

1976

1976
1976

Dorene Barns
Anne Dale
Elka Herz
Jean Flores, clerk
Jeannette
Frietsch
Jim Brune
Harvey House

Davis)
San Jose)
La Jolla)
Marloma)
Palo Alto)

l

La Jolla)
Orange Grove)
Logan)

Mel Marshall

PEACECOMMITTEE

1974

1974

1975
1-975
1976
1976

1976

Earle Reynolds,
Ann Rush
Robert Leidigh
Duane Magill
Judy Weinberg
Lowell Tozer
Mary Lou Moses

clerk

Santa Cruz)
Whitleaf)
Davis)
Los Angeles)
La Jolla)
·

(La Jolla)

(Palo

Alto)

PACIFICYEARLY
MEETING
HOLDING
CORPORATION

1974
1974
1975

1975
1975

1976

1977
1977

Stanley Shaw
Pratt Spelman

Richard

Ernst,clerk

Anna James
Russell Jorgensen
Ronald Steelman
Bill

Taylor
Calvin Cope

(Tacoma)

(La Jolla)

·

((-Redwood F'orest)

Monterey Peninsula)
Berkeley)
Orange

County)

Orange Grove)
Santa Cruz)

60NSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE
ONORGANIZATION
Gretchen Rudnick
Marie Schutz
Jay Thatcher
Gretchen Tuthill,clerk
Dorothy

Willard

4

Page 3

!La Jolla)
Palo Alto)
Eu$ene)
(La Jolla)
( Eastside)
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REPORTOF NOMINATING
COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE
ON JUNIORYEARLYMEETING
Term Expires

1974

1975
1976

JYM Executives (ex officio)
JYMAdvisors (ex officio)
Jr. High Clerk (ex officio)
Jr. High Advisor (ex officio)
Bob Heilman (Sacramento)
Libby Van Dolson (Claremont)
Pat Brown (Pacific Ackworth)
Friends

Schools Committee

Charles

Croninger

Alice

Way

Foy Van Dolson
Ed Worley
Aimee Ellsbree
Laura Magnani
Terry Mackenzie
Site

Committee

John Woolman Staff (Grass
Valley)
Pacific Ackworth Staff
(Pacific
Ackworth)
Farm ( Claremont)
C.P.F.E.A.
(Reno)
S.C.Q.M. representative
to
Pacific Ackworth)
(Berkeley)
( Orange Grove)

1976

Larry Perry, convenor (Berkeley)
Gene Hoffman (Santa Barbara)

Pacific Yearly Meeting
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REPORTOF NOMINATING
COMMITTEE
REPRESENTATIVES
TO FRIENDSORGANIZATIONS
Term Expires

1974

-1974

1975

1975

AFSC Corporation

James Goodwin (Marloma)
Wende Visscher (University)
Ralph Pinney (Orange Grove)
Mary Lou Moses (Palo Alto)
Friends

1974

1975

1976
1977

1978

World Committee

Judy Bruff (Claremont)
Margaret Jump (Multnomah), Anna James - Alternate
Robert Vogel, convenor (Monterey Peninsula),
Etta Vogel - Alternate
Madge Seaver (San Francisco)
Van Ernst (Redwood Forest)
Friends

1974
1975

United Meeting

Esther Morgan (San Fernando)
Alice Spurrier,
Alternate
( San Jose)
Friends

1974

Elizabeth

Friends

1974
1974

Coordinating

Committee

Campuzano (Marloma)

Committee on National

Isaiah

Isaiah

Board

Meyer (Davis)

Young Friends

1974

Legislation

Judy Weinberg (La Jolla)
Ernest Von Seggern (San Francisco)
Penn House Consultative

1974

on Peace

of North America

Meyer (Davis)

Young Friends

of North America

1974

Young Friends

makes this

1974

Friends Committee for Human Justice
Sali Damon-Ruth (Orange Grove)
Friends General Conference

1974

Edward Morgenroth (Orange County)

appointment.

4-
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PACIFIC YEARLYMEETINGOF THE RELIGIOUSSOCIETYOF FRIENDS
1 S REP:)RT
TREASURER

FORTHEFISCAL
YEAR
JULY1ST, 1972THRU
JUNE30TH,1973
BUDGET
FORTHE
ACTUAL
TRANSACTIONS

ORAPPROPRIATIONS
(1) FISCAL YEAR ( 1)
7/1/72 THRU6/30/73

INCOME

Detail

LliJDGETc:D
ITE[1iS:

Contributions from I4ember/!eetings
Contributions

From llluividuals

,,.

Interest
Transfer from Reserve (General Fund){2)

314
881

NOl4-BUOGETEO
ACTIVITYRECEIPTS:

Totals

~-12,369
~i'

$ 13,100

1,195
-0-

6,475

Horth Pacific 3athering of Friends - Prior Yr. Contrib. tial. Returned 480
Friend in th2 Orient Fund
2,092
F.L•,f.C. "1% r:ore" Fund $70, Bangladesi1 $50
123
F. :1• C. Representatives Travel
155

Scholarship Fund

100

TOTALOF INCOl'IEITEi'iS

7/1/72-6/30/73

600

-0-

$ lG,Gll

$ 20,175

$ 2,862

$ 3,100

162

3[i0

EXPENDITURES
OR J.\PPROPRI/l.TIONS

BUDGETED
ITHlS:

Bulletin - Exµenditures
4 G,175
3,313
- Subscriptions and Contributions
Yearly illeeting Session - ~!et
YoungFriends
Junior Yearly Mtg. - Expenditures
$ 1,026
397
Contributions (3)
ravel to Sessions - i<epresentatives, Officers, Chairmen
Clerk's Travel Fund
Expenses of Clerk, Sec'y., Treas. and Archivist
Insurance, Legal and J\udit

COili'-HTTEES:

·· Jiscipline
Education
Finance
Friend in the Orient
Friends Schools
i1inistry and Oversight
Nominating
Organization
Peace
Social Order

CONFERENCE
TRAVELEXPfa!SE- P. Y.;·.1. HEPRESENTATIVES:

Friends World Committee(4)

/.\.F.S.C.

Legislation (U.S.A.)(5)
Friends United Meeting - Reserve
Friends General Conference (6)
Friends

Committee on Hat'l.

SUPPORTOF FRirnos URGAtJIZATIONS:

Friends General Conference
Youngfriends of North America
,,...c:riendsWorld Committee
.Jaker Program at the United '.iations
William Penn House {Uashington, D.C., U.S.A.)

1-JON-BLIDGETED
ACTIVITYDISBURSE;
1ENTS:

Friends in the orient
F.W.C. 1%More" Fund $70, Bangladesh $50
Scholarshi~ Fund
11

TOTJl..lfXP[Ni;)HUR£S f\1-10f.iRPRO~~TATrncts

;'•

1,817

629
2,376
41
1,609

210

2,500
800

3,200
250
2,000
700

441

525
800

59

400

549

535

493

-0-

-o578

291

357
-0-

2,250

10

200

600

900
600

300

750

300
450

-0288

600
5
-050

150

150

150
400
150
150

150

400
150

150

110

120

-0-

$ 16,_992_

$ 20,175
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I S REPORT
PACIFIC
YE/.\RL
Y MEET!NG- TREASURER

7/1/72 TliRU6/30/73 {CONCLUDED)
DEDUCBALANCEADDITIONS TIONS

FUND
BALANCES:
General Funds (Incl.
Saving f\ccount)
Bulletin Funds
Fr. School's Scholarship Fund
Clerk's Travel Funds:
Part A (General)
Part B (Conference)
Fr. ~-JorldCom. Representatives
Travel
F.C.N.L. Travel
Fr. Gen. Conf. Travel
Fr. United Mtg. Travel
Fr. in the Orient - Project

274
315

t

-I'

rnET)

14,044

$ 11,732

100

Bll.LANCE

TRANSFERS 6/30/73
$ (2,778){
(986)

2~862

2.778

1,000

1,000

1,500

445
250
410

155

(7)

445

110

120

. 120

$ 23.929

$ 16g511

190

415

{108) {7}
(108) (7)

892
892

(27) (7)
( 44) (7)

223

$ 8,295

"'

1,500

2,092

Bangladesh and 111%Hore" Funds
TOTALS

91747

{f'lET)

3~988
5,000
-0-

Funds

Sharing Fund

711/72

"

(540} (7)

155
-0366

5,970

•'43460

-0-

$ (L813)

$ 21,635

TRANSFERS

END.BAL.

$ (4,436}
2,778
-0-

$ 2,358
190

$16,992

DEDUC-

BEGIN.
BANK, PREPAYMENT
A1,JOOBLIGJ.l.TIONBALANCES:

,General Checking Account
4' 4,A59
Bulletin Checking Account
274
Registrar's Cash Accounts
2,920
Savings Account (Fed. S & L)
lG,204
Prepaid Future Session Expense
-0Prepaid - Discipline Inventory
478
Advances or Loans Receivable
165
Payroll Taxes and Other Payables (571)

TOTALS

$ 23,929

ADDITIONS

$15,630
-0-

50

831
-0-0-0-0-

$ 16,511

TIONS

(NET)

$13,295
2,862
835
-0-

-0-0-

-0-0-

$16,992

(1,500}

59

1,330

(165)

121

$ (1,813)

2,135

15,535
59
1,808

-0-

(450}

$ 21,635

NOTES:
(1.) In U.S. Dollars.
(2.) Refer to Fund Balance Report for Actual Amountof General Reserves Used ($L536).
(3.) Contribution from One Ho. Mtg. $75 Plus Allocation of Registration Fees $322.
(4.) Interim Com.Mtg. $250, Ntg. in Australia $2,000; Source: Prior Reserves $1,500, Current
Budget $750.
(5.) Source: Prior Reserves $445~ Current Budget $5.
..-.J6.) Source: Prior Reserves $223, Current Budget $50, Added Cost $15.
J.) Distribution of Funds to Meetings in North Pacific Yearly Meeting.

PACIFIC YEARLYMEETING OF THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Att •. #6
BUDGETREPORT
page
1
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1973 THRU JUNE 30, 1974
ACTUALTRANSACTIONSBUDGETFOR PROPOSl:rt>
OR APPROPRIATIONS FISCAL YR. BUDGET
7/1/72
THRU
7/1/727/1/73INCOME
6/30/73
6/30/73
6/30/74
BUDGETEDITEMS:
contributions
from member meetings
$12,369
$13,100
$11,180
Interest
600
1,195
900
Transfer from Reserve (gen.fund)
(1,813)
6,475
7,290
NON-BUDGETED
ACTIVITY RECEIPTS:
Unused No.Pac.Gathering
appropr.
480
Friend in the Orient Fund
2,092
F. w.c. "lo/oNore" Fund
120
F.w.c.
Representatives
travel
155
Scholarship
Fund
100
$16,511
$20,175
TOTAL OF INCOMEITEMS
$1~,}1Q
--- ~- -

EXPENDITURESOR APPROPRIATIONS
BUDGETEDITEMS:
Bulletin
{net)
Yearly Meeting Session
(net)
Young Friends
Junior Yearly Meeting (net)
Travel to Sessions
- Represen.,
Officers,
Clerks of Comm.
Clerk's
Travel Fund
Expenses of clerk,Secty,Treas.,Archiv.
Insurance,
Legal and Audit
COMMITTEES:
Jr. Yearly Meeting
Discipline
Education

Finance
Friend in the orient
Friends
Schools
Ministry
and Oversight
Nominating
Organization
Peace
Social

Order

CONFERENCETRAVEL BXP.-PYM REPR,:
Friends World Committ .ee
A.F.s.c.
Friends
Comm. on Natl. Leg is. (USA)
Friends
United Meeting
Friends
General Conference

$ 2,862

1,817
162
629

$ 3,100
2,500
350
800

2,376
41
1,609

3,200
250
2,000
700

493
441

525

210

59
549
578
291
357

800

10

400
200
535
600
900
600
300

$ 3,000

2,200
350
350

2,50
2lb2,200
234
650
180
600
20
400

200

660
650
560
700
300

2,250
300
450

750
600

650
600

288

50

150

5

300

Pacific Yearly Meeting
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BUDGET
REPORTFOR THE FISCAL YEARJULY 1, 1973 THRUJUNE 30, 1974

..

..

ACTUAL
TRANSACTIONS
BUOOET
FORl'R.OPOSED

OR APPROPRIATIONS FISCAL YR-. BUDGET
INCOME

7/1/72 THRU

6/30/73

SUPPORTOF FRIENDSORGANIZATIONS:
Friends Committee on National
Legislation
Friends General Conference
Young Friends of North America
Friends World Committee
Quaker Program at the United N~tions
William Penn House (Washington, o.c.)
NON-BUOOETED
ACTIVITYDISBURSEMENTS:
Friend in the Orient
F .w.c. "1% More" Fund
Scholarship Fund
TOTALEXPENDITURES
ANDAPPROP.

7/1/72-

7/1/73-

6/30/73

6/30/74

150

150

150
400

300
150
150
800

150

150

150

150

400
150

150

150

110

120

$16,992

$20,175

$19,370

- --- ----- -- ----

~

------
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JUNIORYEARLYMEETING
EPISTLE
If

be now, then it

it

is not to come

If it is to come, then it will not be now

If it be no ·-:::-nm1 yet it will
The readiness is all.

come

--w. Shakespeare
in the world, we realize
that this is a time
when we are undergoing basic changes and the search for
identity.
We feel that we must give this inner process
our energy,
and then as whole and mature persons, we will be able to apply ourselves creatively
to the need for social change.
In thinking

in our lives

of our place

One of the avenues of this search has been exploring together,
young
The
and old, in discussion groups, feelings about our sexuality.
honesty and sharing helped us to come to a better understanding
of
our own feelingso
We found fun and release
such as dancing, capture
and singing together.
There are the hourly

from mental exercises
in physical activities
the flng, hiking, hugging, yoga, making music, --

chimes raninding

us that

We feel desperate
smothering

to protect the trees
poison of concrete cities.

time is short.

and clean breezes

from the

Moods reflect
the intensity
of Pacific Yearly Meeting.
We sometimes
feel great loneliness
contrasting
with times of deep, joyful familyhood.
We are glad to be part

in their

of the larger

wisdom and freshness.

Junior

Friends

closer

to many new peopleo

although

the

have missed the people who weren't

smaller,

more

As we leave Yearly Meeting,
growth and togetherness.

organized

and find value

group of Friends,

able to be here,

has given

group

us time

we take with us the feeling

to become

of an ongoing

Much love,
Junior

Pacific

Yearly Meeting

Ellen Schafer (Berkeley)
David Wright (San Fernando)

LtJ.
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YOUNG
FRIENDSOF PACIFIC YEARLY
MEETING
August

St. Mary's College,

4, 1973

Moraga,

California

To Young Friends Anywhere:
We are some young Quakers from Pacific
Whose Spirit is simply terrific
When writing a missile
We call an epistle
We find we are really
prolific
Our greetings
to Friends everywhere
Seem to vanish into thin air
We find in our history
A most singular
mystery
We wonder if other Friends care

We are young Quakes from
Who with this epistle
are
To ask if you know
Where this letter
doth
'Cuz from you all there's

PYM
rhymin'
go?
been ·no replyin'

With all thoughts esoteric
we've labored
in Friends never waivered
Our tradition
We've.described
our direction
Of attempted introspection
And now your response would be savored
Whether infested with fleas
Or some social disease,
· · If you. dress up· in drag
Or whatever your bag
We beg you reply, please, please,

please

If you don't respond to this
We know you don't exist
In eternal

bliss

Young Friends Somewhere of
Epistle Committee
James Balderston
(Davis), Clerk, Carolyn Bradshaw.(La
Vaughn Bradshaw (La Jolla),
Mary Mainhart (Berkeley),

Tozer (La Jolla)

Jolla),
and Hal
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MINUTEFROMYOUNG
FRIENDS
A committee of Young Friends has been formed which will assume the
responsibility
of Young Friends Yearly Meeting.
The clerk of this
committee (chosen by the committee) will serve as a communication
center for Young Friendso
The committee will assume all the work
that has previously
been laid upon the Young Friends clerk.
Among
the duties of this committee are:
1~ Maintain communications
gatheringso
2.

3.

Plan and execute

Facilitate

meeting.

during

a New Year's

planning

interims
gathering.

for the following

between
·
yearly

4.

Provide clerks from among its number to facilitate
business meetings at yearly meetings.

5.

Provide scheduling for Young Friends
at yearly meetings.

activities

--Young Friends of
Pacific Yearly Meeting
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PACIFICYEARLYMEETING
EPISTLE

To Friends Everywhere:
We speak of joy and suffering
as we meet together for this twentyseventh session of Pacific Yearly Meeting, enjoying a deepening of
from openness of expression,
and at the
worship and a refreshment
same time suffering
the pain of partings as we reflect
upon the
life of Howard Brinton, whom we have affectionately
titled
the
father of this Yearly Meeting, and the lives of other valued
Friends who have passed from us.
And with the suffering,
we speak also of healing> witnessing
to
the wonders of worship and love in restoring
us as individuals
and
as a Meeting.
We have found meaning in the suffering
itself,
know•
and discovering
ing that every experience is a learning opportunity
that suffering
can bring
us closer
together.
We speak also of growth, welcoming Redwood Forest Monthly Meeting
in California;
Logan Preparative
Meeting in Utah; and Guatemala
City Worship Group in Guatemala.
We share in the growth of our
Friends who have been moving away from us, feeling especially
uplifted
in hearing the first Epistle from North Pacific Yearly Meeting.
We examine our Quaker roots in the soil of the Judaeo-Christian
tradition
and find more tolerance
for differing
doctrines
and conceptualizations
of God. We reflect
upon the life-giving
spirit
as we receive our revised Faith and Practice,
which itself
reflects many years of spirited
search for words that will guide us.
Our outreach continues in concerns for the world as we face the
many devastations
caused by abuses of worldly power and seek mercy
for its victims,
hostages,
political
prisoners,
exiles,
and all
others in jeopardy, while reaffirming
our testimony against all
war and preparations
for ware We regretfully
realize we are all
involved in exploitation,
even as we call for freedom of choice
fer farm workers, freedom from terror for homophiles, amnesty for
Wounded Knee demonstrators,
and correction
of the processes of criminal justice.

- 1 -
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PACIFIC YEARLYMEETINGEPISTLE (cont'd.)

Time has widened
spent in worship
business and our
Program has been
of our Yearly

from the inside for us this year, with more of it
and more in fellowship,
yet somehow more spent in
varied interestse
The lovingly planned Children's
a delight to us. We have become increasingly
aware

Meeting

as a large

family.

In our re-examination

of

the confining roles of men and women as they seek human liberation.,
we have come closer to knowing who we are and understanding one
another in new and deeper ways.

The beauty of our surroundings here at St. Mary's College in
Moraga., California,
has adorned our gathering,
which has also been
enriched by visitors
from other Yearly Meetings, three of whom are
on their way to the Triennial Meeting of Friends.
We have called to God outwardly and inwardly and celebrated
one
another in gratitude.
"How joyful our faces in coming together.
How beautiful
is God in a 11 of us. "
On behalf

of Pacific

Edwin A. Sanders,

August 4, 1973

Yearly Meeting,

Clerk

Pacific

Yearly Meeting
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